Pace Glass

“Working Towards a Greener Tomorrow”
Introduction

- In 2013, we retrofitted an existing glass recycling facility in Jersey City, into a state of the art glass recycling facility, Pace Glass Inc.
About Pace Glass

- Pace Glass has quickly become a pioneer in the glass recycling industry, closely servicing large publicly traded companies in managing and projecting their supply chain.

- Pace Glass is a technologically driven glass recycling company that specializes in recycling common household waste often land-filled due to exorbitant levels of contamination. We recover the mixed glass present in that stream and sell it back to the market to be remade into common household and industrial products.

- We currently service the entire Northeast of the USA, which includes CT, NY, NJ, MA, VT, NH.
What We Do

- Pace Glass processes recyclable glass into refined cullet. [Cullet: recycled, broken, or waste glass used in glassmaking.]

- We first collect glass material from Material Recovery Facilities (MRFs), all over the U.S.

- By having our own fleet we are able to accommodate pick ups and drop offs.
The material is then brought to our Pre-Processing Facility where it goes through a basic screening. Below is a short clip of Pre-Processing operation at Pace Glass.
The pre-sorted material is then brought to our processing plant where we use the latest technology to get the cleanest product possible.

- **Crushers & Screens**: used to size the material
- **Optical Sorters**: used to separate the glass by color
- **Magnets & Vacuums**: used to further clean the glass by removing metals and light materials

After this we get our final product that we then load on to our trucks and ship to our buyers.
Pace Glass started out as a small local glass recycling company, but in just under 5 years, became a pioneer by breaking ground on what is to be the largest and most technologically advanced glass recycling facility in the world! With plans to open up four more similar sized plants, Pace Glass has set a 10 year goal to become the leading glass recycling company in the world. Our main product, cullet and fine grind allows our customers to drastically reduce their emissions, and make their supply chain more efficient.
Thank you for your time and patience.